
ABSTRACT

To generate tests for a digital circuit, the test generation
tool is initially provided with the circuit description in a
netlist format and then it creates a list of faults that need to
be targeted for detection. For large circuits, the number of
faults can become very large. It is thus beneficial to mini-
mize the number of faults whenever possible. Fault col-
lapsing is the process of reducing the number of faults by
using equivalence and dominance relationships among
faults. Exact fault collapsing can be easily applied locally
at the logic gates, however, it is not feasible to apply it glo-
bally for large circuits. In this paper, we present an approx-
imate global fault collapsing technique that is based on the
simulation of random vectors. Experimental results show
that our method reduces the number of faults drastically
with feasible resources.

Keywords: Global fault collapsing, simulation, physi-
cal fault testing.

1  INTRODUCTION

To test a digital circuit, an automatic test pattern
generation (ATPG) tool generates a test set that tar-
gets possible physical faults. As the complexity of the
digital circuit increases, the possible number of phys-
ical faults increases that consequently leads to a sig-
nificant slow down of the test generation process
using the ATPG tool. One approach for considerably
reducing the length of the testing process is fault col-
lapsing. Fault collapsing [1] is the process of reducing
the number of faults by using equivalence and domi-
nance relationships among faults. Exact fault collaps-
ing can be easily applied locally at the logic gates,
however, it is not feasible to apply it globally for large
circuits.

In this paper, we develop an approximate global
fault collapsing technique that is based on the simula-
tion of random vectors. We review fault collapsing in
Section 2 and present our method in Section 3 and
describe some of its implementation details. We
present some experimental results in Section 4 and
finish with a summary.

2  FAULT COLLAPSING 
In physical fault testing, physical defects are

abstracted into a logical fault model. The most
widely-used logical fault model is the Single Stuck-
Line (SSL) model [1]. Under this model, every single
signal line can become permanently fixed (stuck) at a
logical 1 or 0 value. The model is simple and technol-
ogy-independent. It represents a large number of dif-
ferent physical faults, and tests derived for SSL faults
detect many design errors/faults. In this paper, we
only consider SSL faults, however, our method is
applicable to several other fault models.

Fault collapsing reduces the number of faults using
two relationships among faults: fault equivalence and
fault dominance. Two faults are considered equivalent
if the faulty functions produced by the two faults are
equal. Alternatively, the two faults are equivalent if
they can be detected by the same tests. In this case,
there is no way to distinguish between the two faults.
For example, the SSL fault a stuck-at 0 represented by
a/0 in Figure 1 is equivalent to the fault z/0. If two
faults are equivalent then one of the faults can be
dropped from the fault list since the detection of the
other fault guarantees the detection of the dropped
fault.

A fault f is considered to dominate another fault g
when every test for g is also a test for f. For example,
the fault z/1 dominates the fault a/1 in Figure 1 since
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the only test vector 01 for a/1 (shaded in the figure) is
also a test for z/1. If a fault f dominates a fault g, then
the fault f can be dropped from the fault list since the
detection of g guarantees the detection of f. 

By applying fault collapsing to the AND gate in
Figure 1, we can reduce the number of faults from six
to three. The faults a/0 and b/0 are dropped since they
are equivalent to z/0. Moreover, the fault z/1 is
dropped since it dominates both a/1 and b/1. The col-
lapsed fault list is thus {a/1, b/1, z/0}. A test set that
detects the faults in the collapsed list can be derived
from the table in Figure 1 as {01,10,11}. This test
detects all faults in the collapsed fault list and conse-
quently all six faults in the AND gate.

There are two approaches to fault collapsing: local
and global. The local fault collapsing method com-
putes the collapsed fault list for individual gates and
then collects the collapsed fault lists for the gates to
form the overall collapsed fault list for circuit. For
example, by using fault collapsing over the gates in
the circuit shown in Figure 2, we get the results
shown in the figure. Both stuck at faults on line s
(called a stem since it branches to other lines) need to
be considered because s is not an input or output of
any gate. Using local fault collapsing, we combine
the faults on the gates to form the collapsed fault list
for the circuit as {s/0, s/1, s3/0, s3/1, a/1, b/1, s2/1, c/0,
d/0, z/1}. Therefore, by using local fault collapsing
we were able to reduce the fault list from 18 to 10.

Global fault collapsing is similar to local fault col-
lapsing, except that we perform the same process of
fault collapsing on the entire circuit as opposed to
individual gates. In other words, we look for equiva-
lent and dominance relationships among all faults in
the circuit. For example, to perform global fault col-
lapsing for the circuit in Figure 2, we compute a table
for all faulty functions (called a fault table) as shown
in Figure 2. It is simpler to start with the local col-

lapsed fault list since it has less faults than the origi-
nal fault list for the circuit. We then drop faults from
the local collapsed fault list using equivalence and
dominance relationships. The faults s/0, b/1, z/1 are
dropped since they dominate s3/1. Also, the faults s/1,
a/1 can are dropped since they dominate s2/1. The
fault s3/0 is dropped since it is equivalent to c/0. The
global collapsed fault list for the circuit is thus {s2/1,
s3/1, c/0, d/0}. Hence, by using global fault collaps-
ing we were able to reduce the number of faults from
18 to 4. This is in effect a 77.78% reduction from the
original fault list.

Local fault collapsing can be easily scaled to large
circuits. However, global fault collapsing cannot be
feasibly done for large circuits. This is the case due to
the expensive computations and memory needed to
determine equivalence and dominance relationships
among the faults in the overall circuit. In the next sec-
tion, we describe a method that determines an
approximate global collapsed fault list.

3  APPROXIMATE GLOBAL FAULT COLLAPSING

In approximate global fault collapsing, a large set
of random vectors is used to reduce the number of
faults instead of using the complete vector set for the
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Figure 1  Fault collapsing for a 2-input AND gate.

Inputs Correct 
function (z)

Faulty functions
a b a/0 a/1 b/0 b/1 z/0 z/1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1

Figure 2  A simple multiplexer circuit with a list of 
its gate faults and the resulting fault table.

Inputs Correct 
output z

Faulty functions
s a b s/0 s/1 s3/0 s3/1 a/1 b/1 s2/1 c/0 d/0 z/1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1
0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
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Gate G1: {s3/0, s3/1}
Gate G2: {a/1, s3/1, c/0}
Gate G3: {b/1, s2/1, d/0}
Gate G4: {c/0, d/0, z/1}
Stem s: {s/0, s/1}
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circuit. The idea behind approximate collapsing is
that the resulting faults after the simulation is an
approximation of the faults from exact global fault
collapsing of the circuit. As more and more vectors
are applied for the simulation, the results appear more
and more similar to those of the exact global fault
collapsing.

Every fault in the circuit is classified into one of
the following types: redundant (RD), equivalent
(EQ), dominating (DM), and remaining (RM). A fault
is classified as RD if no test exists for it. In other
words, a redundant faulty function is the same as the
correct function. A fault is classified as EQ if it is
equivalent to at least one RM fault. A fault is classi-
fied as DM if it dominates at least one RM fault. A
circuit global collapsed fault list is the set of all RM
faults.

Our approximate global fault collapsing method
works as follows. We first label all the faults in the
circuit as RD faults since we have no information
about the detectability of the faults. We then apply a
single random vector and determine the faults
detected by it and then update the type of every fault.
The process is repeated for several iterations until no
change is reported in the types of faults. 

The type of a fault can change to EQ, DM, or RM
as the random vectors are applied. However, no fault
will change its type to RD as the simulation advances.
Since, once a fault changes from RD to EQ, DM, or

RM, then the fault is detected by at least one vector.
Hence, it is not possible for the fault to change its
type back to RD. So, the number of RD faults
decreases as more random vectors are applied.

Figure 3 depicts the number of the different types
of faults as the simulation progresses for the circuit
c432. The circuit c432 is one of the ISCAS-85 [2]
benchmark circuits. The local collapsed fault list for
c432 is 524 faults. In the beginning they are all
marked as being redundant since none of the faults
are detected. After the application of 50 random vec-
tors, the number of redundant faults drops signifi-
cantly to 75 faults initiating a trend that continues
until the end of the simulation: the steady increase in
the number of remaining faults and the decrease in
equivalent and redundant faults. Eventually, if every
possible vector were applied, the number of redun-
dant faults would gradually converge to the exact
number of redundant faults.

Our preliminary approximate global fault collaps-
ing tool benefited from the use of existing CAD tools.
For example, to compute the local fault collapsed list
for the ISCAS-85 circuits, we used FSIM [3], which
is a parallel pattern single fault simulator for combi-
national circuits. Our tool is written in several PERL
scripts. The scripts communicated with each other
through the use of coma delimited text files. The par-
ent script was written in UNIX to take advantage of
the many native system calls that would be made,
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Figure 3  Approximate global fault collapsing for the circuit c432.
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such as invoking FSIM and managing the countless
intermediate files. The primary reason PERL was
chosen for the main script is because of the broad
tools it provided for parsing files and its flexibility in
manipulating character strings: precisely the type of
data generated by the fault simulators. Moreover,
arrays in PERL are dynamic and simple to manipu-
late.

To begin with, a two dimensional array was con-
structed with rows representing vectors and columns
representing faults which grew as the simulation ran.
The main PERL script reads in each line of a vector
file containing nothing more than unique vectors of
the appropriate length. The script terminates when the
final vector has been processed. For small circuits,
every possible vector is enumerated. However, as the
number of inputs grew, the vector list tended to
explode exponentially in size. The first circuit (c17)
having only five inputs simply required 32 vectors.
The larger circuits, such as c499, contained 41 inputs,
resulting in 241 possible vectors. In these cases, large
numbers of unique random vectors are applied. 

In initiating the global fault collapsing, FSIM first
generates a file containing all the possible faults. As
the main PERL script reads in each vector from the
vector file, it calls FSIM to create a file containing all
the stuck at faults not detected by that vector. A pars-
ing script compares the file against the one listing all
the possible faults and creates a fault file with the
faults detected by that vector. This file follows the
same format as the one created by FSIM. As we
progress in the simulation, the number of RD faults
will decrease substantially with the continued addi-
tion of vectors. Although the number of EQ faults ini-
tially increases, it later decreases as the faults adopt
unique identities over time. 

Our first approximate global fault collapsing tool
turned out to be resource intensive and memory hun-
gry process. Even with only 1,000 test vectors, many
of the smaller benchmark circuits required several
hours to simulate. To enhance our tool, several modi-
fications were made to the scripts. First of all, arrays
were no longer used and were replaced by binary
strings of 1's and 0's. Each fault was given its own
detection string. As the simulation progressed, a 1 or
a 0 was concatenated to each string depending on
whether the fault was detected or not. Comparisons
for dominance and equivalence were quickly checked
using a combination of logic functions and native

PERL string functions instead of using loops.
Another optimization was to check whether the string
contains all zeros. If so then the current fault can be
immediately concluded to be of type RD. At last, if
the fault is neither EQ nor DM, then it is a RM fault.

Even before any two faults are compared, the new
script runs an assortment of checks to determine if
indeed a comparison is necessary. The goal is to
avoid a brute force comparison at any cost. If a fault
is of type RD and is not detected by the current vec-
tor, then it remains an RD fault. If the fault is an RM
fault and the current vector does not detect it, then it
stays an RM fault. If two faults are considered equiv-
alent, and their current detection values are equal,
then they retain their current values.

4  EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The simulations were run with a large number of
vectors beginning with a vector set of 1,000. Our
optimized script resulted in a considerably large
speed up in simulation time and allowed us to
increase the number of vectors up to at least 55,000 or
until the types of faults showed little or no change
from one iteration to the next. Figure 4 and Figure 5
depict the initial progress of our approximate global
fault collapsing method for the circuits c880 and
c1908, respectively, as we add more random vectors.
The circuits c880 and c1908 are a subset of the
ISCAS-85 benchmark suite [2].

Test generation for RM faults produced test sets
with high coverage of all faults. For example in the
32 input circuit c432, after applying 94 random vec-
tors, there were 42 remaining faults, 299 dominant,
44 equivalent, and 43 redundant. After generating a
test set for RM faults using ATALANTA [4], we were
able to detect 88.359% of all detectable faults (RM,
EQ, and DM). After applying 659 random vectors,
the RM faults became 114 and the RD faults became
4. After generating a test set for the 114 RM faults, a
98.664% fault coverage is achieved out of a possible
99.236%. Eventually tests for RM faults detect all
detectable faults. The above experiment proves that
the RM faults are an excellent approximation of the
global collapsed fault list.

When circuits do become huge in size, even the
process of approximate global collapsing of faults
eventually becomes tedious and time consuming. A
method for expediting the process of global fault col-
lapsing is to take the middle ground between global
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and local fault collapsing. In this hybrid process, we
take a complex circuit and partition it into smaller
modular components. We then perform approximate
global fault collapsing for each of the components
using the scripts described earlier so that we end up
with a list of the remaining faults that characterize
each of the components. Once this is accomplished,
we recombine the entire circuit and target all the sets

of remaining faults from each of the components. The
premise is that the combined remaining faults are an
approximation of the globally collapsed fault list.

One benefit of this process is time. Smaller simpler
circuits (components) are being simulated and they
can be simulated in parallel on different computers.
When the simulation of all the components are com-
pleted and their remaining faults are determined, the
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Figure 4  Approximate global fault collapsing for the circuit c880.
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overall circuit can then be constructed and all of its
remaining faults targeted. Moreover, a library of
components with their remaining faults can be con-
structed so that it can be used for other designs.

An experiment was performed to evaluate the
effectiveness of component fault collapsing. Three
circuits of the ISCAS-85 benchmark suite were com-
bined for this experiment (c17, c432, and c499) in the
configuration shown in Figure 6. Each of the circuits
was individually globally fault collapsed and the
remaining faults extracted. Next, they were combined
into a larger circuit c0m and the remaining faults
were targeted. 

The number of faults in c0m using local fault col-
lapsing as determined by FSIM is 1236. However, the
number of RM faults using approximate global fault
collapsing for the components is 601. Test generation
for c0m with local fault collapsing took 0.150 sec-
onds and produced 100 vectors with an overall cover-
age of 98.948%. However, test generation for the RM
faults in c0m took 0.083 seconds and produced 83
vectors with an overall coverage of 92.961%. So, by
using global fault collapsing for the components we
were able to detect most faults with a smaller test set
that is generated in half the time needed to detect all
local collapsed faults. Although the overall coverage
of faults is less after using approximate global fault
collapsing for the components, it can be made very
close to the maximum coverage if more random vec-
tors are used in determining the RM faults in the
components.

Another advantage to the use of global fault col-
lapsing for the components is that it can be custom-
ized depending on the characteristics of the target
circuit. Local fault collapsing is rigidly set into using
the gate level components despite the size of the cir-
cuit, so larger circuits may produce less coverage
than those globally collapsed. Global fault collapsing
demands that all vectors be tested to be conclusive so
the price for the ideal minimal vector set is that large

circuits require large amounts of time. In contrast, the
number of random vectors in approximate fault col-
lapsing can be raised to achieve a more accurate
result, or lowered to speed up the process but ensure
that the percentage of faults falls within a certain tol-
erance range. Components inside the circuit can be
partitioned in different ways to achieve varying or
even mixed granularity depending on the complexity
of the circuit. Super fine partitioning of components
basically to the extreme of each gate being one com-
ponent results in local fault collapsing, while the most
coarse approach of treating all components as one big
circuit results in the other end of the spectrum, global
fault collapsing. A mixed approach of the two can be
applied to achieve degrees of accuracy, speed, and
attention to detail that the process exerts.

In summary, there are two methods for collapsing
the faults in a circuit. Local fault collapsing is simple
to implement, but does not reduce the faults as effi-
ciently as exact global fault collapsing. Global fault
collapsing is highly desirable, but is not practical
because it requires extensive resources in terms of
time and memory. In this paper, we have presented an
approximate global fault collapsing method which
produces a more compact fault list—an approxima-
tion of the global collapsed fault list. Experimental
results comparing our method to local fault collaps-
ing show that our method achieves comparable accu-
racy in less time.
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Figure 6  The circuit c0m with its c17, c432, and 
c499 components.
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